
Shaun Kime
Technical Director, Tools at Emergent Game Technologies

shaunkime@gmail.com

Summary
Highly experienced developer with a passion for managing teams and solving challenging technical
problems.

Specialties
Languages: C++, C#, C++/CLI, XML, HLSL, Cg;
Platforms: PC, Xbox 360, PS3;
Misc: Agile methodologies, Continuous Integration, Perforce, Devtrack, Pixel & Vertex shaders, 3d Art
Tools

Experience
Technical Director, Tools at Emergent Game Technologies
January 2008 - Present (2 years 5 months)

Responsible for the architecture, product direction, and implementation of Gamebryo's content
creation tools.
* Coordinated with product and project management to align technical needs with shipment
schedules and product roadmaps.
* Typically oversaw 3-4 simultaneous active agile project teams (3-4 per team).
* Analyzed market needs and business opportunities and objectives and reported to executive
team.
* Shipped 16 versions of the NetImmerse, Gamebryo, or Gamebryo Lightspeed product lines on
Windows, Xbox, Xbox 360, PS3, Wii, and Gamecube. These enterprise-level product lines have
been used in over 200 games.
* Architected and led development of a fully plug-in driven game development tools suite written in
.NET and inspired by Eclipse. This tools suite comprised a novel new mechanism for creating
game objects, Lua debugger, game simulation debugger, and level editor.
* Led design and development of a particle editing tool that was connected to Maya via network
connection for live update and preview on consoles.
* Led multiple projects utilizing external contractor and outsourcing resources to develop our Entity
Modeling Tool, develop our terrain system and editor, XSI exporter, and increase animation
performance.
* Represented company in customer and partner-facing meetings, sales trips, and conferences.
* Technical Director of Emergent's showcase 2009 GDC demo, Mangled Metal, based on the
Privateer Press IP, using nVidia's PhysX and APEX, Scaleform, and AudioKinetic's WWise. Used to
highlight the launch of Emergent's new product line as well as new versions of the partner
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technologies.
* Mentored intern through lead engineers and provided support in continued career evolution.

Videos of various projects can be found at http://shaunkime.wordpress.com/projects/
7 recommendations available upon request

Senior Software Engineer at Emergent Game Technologies
June 2001 - January 2008 (6 years 8 months)

Senior engineer focused on rendering, product demos, and tools development.
* Developed an additive shade-tree pipeline for rendering that ran on PS3, Xbox 360, and DirectX
that encapsulated the prior generation fixed-function pipeline and added normal and parallax maps.
* Co-created PS3 rendering technology in a 3-month time frame for launch at GDC.
* Rewrote animation and particle systems, increasing performance by 50% as well as providing
enhanced animation blending capabilities.
* Created an image-analysis functional test suite that exported art assets from 3ds Max and Maya
and compared the results to last-known-good versions, greatly improving stability and code
coverage.
* Enhanced the 3ds Max exporter to become the most feature-rich exporter in the industry.
* Developed asset conditioning pipeline for art tools, giving clients greater control over their data.
* Developed a scene preview tool and the non-linear animation blending tool for artists.
* Rewrote the memory management subsystem. Provided default implementation that greatly
improved memory footprint and lowered fragmentation as well as increased debug reporting.
* Provided best-of-industry technical support and training for product line.
1 recommendation available upon request

Education
North Carolina State University
BS, Computer Science, 1997 - 2001
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Shaun Kime
Technical Director, Tools at Emergent Game Technologies

shaunkime@gmail.com

8 people have recommended Shaun

"Shaun Kime is the walking personification of technical leadership. He blends his considerable
knowledge and experience in software development, a passion for staying informed and leveraging
the latest news, tools, and trends in the industry, and management skills grown from genuine
concern and consideration for others to guide his team with wise assuredness you might expect
from someone 20 years his senior. He is always willing to lend assistance whenever needed, and
has a rare ability to approach turbulent situations with composure and rationale."

— David Bell, Senior Product Manager, Emergent Game Technologies, worked with Shaun at
Emergent Game Technologies

"When Shaun was first hired, and the months past, I remember thinking he was unlike the other
engineers in the company. Each day, he would make his "rounds" talking to each engineer about
what they were working on. It didn't matter to him if the work was pertinent to his own tasks. His
only motivations were that of a natural curiosity and passion for understanding how all the pieces fit
together. I shouldn't have been surprised by it, but one day, it suddenly seemed Shaun was an
expert on just about everything relating to our technology. His absorption of knowledge is far from
passive - he is always experimenting, digging into and reviewing code, reading, and getting the big
picture. Shaun is incredibly intelligent and confident without ever seeming pretentious. He is a great
communicator, able to settle disagreements and get people to see each others point of view, and
more importantly, to figure out practical solutions to problems. If Shaun was available for hire, and
your company wasn't actively hiring - I would recommend that the company figure out what budget
cuts would be needed in order to get this guy. He would be too valuable of an asset for your
company to miss out on."

— Andrew Jones, Senior Software Engineer, Emergent Game Technologies, reported to Shaun at
Emergent Game Technologies

"Shaun's says his motto is 'work smarter, not harder'. In my experience, he works both smarter
AND harder than anyone. You can count on Shaun for both detailed technical knowledge and big
picture strategy. He solicits ideas from everyone and listens. Look behind Emergent's most
ambitious, successful projects, and you'll find Shaun played a key role."

— Ed Holzwarth, Senior Software Engineer, Emergent Game Technologies, worked indirectly for
Shaun at Emergent Game Technologies
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"Shaun was great to work with. He was literally the living documentation for Gamebryo. He
understood every aspect of the product and had the patience to share his knowledge. He had
devotion and commitment beyond normalcy. He understood his role and conquered in what ever he
did."

— Gabriel Liberty, Senior Software Engineer, Emergent Game Technology, worked indirectly for
Shaun at Emergent Game Technologies

"Shaun has blown past my previous recommendation, years ago when we together were building
our leadership abilities. Today, he is a powerhouse leading a large team of engineers and artists
across tools, demos, and several other aspects of Gamebryo. His skill set spans leadership,
design, and implementation, all of which he does daily. Shaun is on my top 5 most powerful game
industry developers list - and I've met a lot of devs."

— Vincent Scheib, Software Architect, Gamebryo, Emergent Game Technologies, worked directly
with Shaun at Emergent Game Technologies

"Shaun is one of the best, if not the best programmer I know currently. Not only is he smart, but he
is calm, methodical and gets stuff done. Above and beyond what is expected of him. He is also a
great manager and works very well with people. If I had to sum Shaun up in one word it would be
'Wise'."

— Jeremiah Washburn, Creative director, Emergent Game Technologies, worked directly with
Shaun at Emergent Game Technologies

"Shaun is very passionate about solving tough problems, and works very well with others. His
innovation has taken the company in new directions, and his leadership has brought along others to
help fulfill the vision. I would work with Shaun in any team; his attitude and mentality provides a
cultural rudder that others see and emulate. He is a pleasure to work with."

— David Gregory, Vice President of Technology & Chief Architect, Emergent Game
Technologies, managed Shaun indirectly at Emergent Game Technologies

"Shaun is an ambitious programmer who has contributed to many of the significant systems on the
Gamebryo Product. His combined ability to research a topic, and design an efficiently practical
implementation, has made him a critical member of the team. He has earned a respected senior
position on the team."

— Vincent Scheib, Senior Software Engineer, Emergent Game Technologies, worked directly with
Shaun at Emergent Game Technologies

Contact Shaun on LinkedIn
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